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ABSTRACT

Measurements of solar radiances reflected from the mirror attenuator mosaic (MAM)

were used to calibrate the shortwave portions of the Earth Radiation Budget

Experiment (ERBE) thermistor bolometer scanning radiometers. The MAM is basically

a low scattering mirror which has been used to attenuate and reflect solar

radiation into the fields of view for the broadband shortwave (0.2 to 5

micrometers) and total (0.2 to 50.0+ micrometers) ERBE scanning radiometers. The

MAM assembly consists of a tightly packed array of aluminum, 0.3175-cm diameter

concave spherical mirrors and field of view limiting baffles. The spherical

mirrors are masked by a copper plate, electro-plated with black chrome.

Perforations (0.14 centimeter in diameter) in the copper plate serve as apertures

for the mirrors. Black anodized aluminum baffles limit the HAM clear field of view

to 7.1 degrees. The MAM assemblies are located on the Earth Radiation Budget

Satellite (ERBS) and on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA-9

and NOAA-IO spacecraft.

The 1984-1985 ERBS and 1985-1986 NOAA-9 solar calibration data sets are presented.

Analyses of the calibrations indicate that the MAM exhibited no detectable

degradation in its reflectance properties and that the gains of the shortwave

scanners did not change. The stability of the shortwave radiometers indicates that

the transmission of the Suprasll WI filters did not degrade detectably when exposed

to Earth/atmosphere-reflected solar radiation.

i. INTRODUCTION

The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) is being used to measure diurnal

variability in the components of the Earth radiation budget over the entire globe
as well as over geographical regions as small as 250 kilometers I. The components

are the incoming solar radiance, the Earth/atmosphere-reflected solar radiance, and

the Earth/atmosphere-emitted radiances. The s01a r energy absorbed by the

Earth/atmosphere system should be equal to the energy lost to space by the process

of emission if the system is to be in equilibrium. If the Earth/atmosphere system

absorbs more energy than it loses to space, the Earth's temperature will increase

until equilibrium is reached. If the Earth/atmosphere system absorbs less energy

than it loses to space, the Earth's temperature will decrease. The ERBE

measurements have been used to evaluate the magnitude of cloud forcing 2 on the

Earth radiation budget.

ERBE has adopted a goal of measuring the components with accuracies approaching

1%. The ERBE mission objectives and scientific goals are described by Barkstrom 3.

The ERBE instrumentation consists of three Earth-viewlng, narrow field of view

(FOV), scanning radiometers; four Earth-viewing, wide angle, nonscannlng

radiometers; and an active cavity solar monitor which are located on the NASA Earth
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Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) and on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration NOAA-9 and NOAA-IO spacecraft. The ERBS was launched September 5,

1984, while the NOAA-9 and NOAA-i0 spacecraft were launched December 12, 1984, and

September 17, 1986, respectively. The ERBE radiometers were designed, built, and

tested under NASA contract by TRW. The scanning radiometers are described by

Kopia 4 while the nonscannlng radiometers are described by Luther et al. 5 The solar

monitor is described by Lee et al. 6 Calibration results for the scanning and

nonscannlng radiometers have been presented by Lee et al. 7 and Paden et al. 8,

respectively.

In this paper, the solar calibration instrumentation and approaches for the

scanning radiometers are described in considerable detail. Emphasis is placed upon

evaluating the stability of the MAM solar diffusing plate. Flight and ground MAM

calibration measurements are presented and compared.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The solar calibration instrumentation for the scanning radiometers is the

mirror attenuator mosaic (MAM) assembly which consists of baffles and arrays of

mirrors which guide the reflectedsunlight int o the FOV of a radiometer. The

shor£wave and £otal scanning radiometers had MAM asseiblies. In Fig. i, the

shortwave and total scanner MAM baffle ports are shown in a schematic diagram of

the ERBE scanning radlometric package. The telescopes of the shortwave, longwave,
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Fig. I. Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) scanning radlometric package.

and total scanners are shown at the bottom of the package. The longwave radiometer

did not have a MAM assembly. The longwave portion of the solar spectrum, less than

0.5% of the total energy, is difficult to measure at the 1% accuracy level. The
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MAM front entrance ports and baffles are designed to reject direct illumination of

the HAM from either the Earth or from emlttlng/reflectlng spacecraft components.

The optical axes of the baffles are located approximately Ii degrees below any

Fig. 2. Exploded diagram of the mirror attenuator mosaic (HAM)' assembly.
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spacecraft structures. The minimum angle between the spacecraft structure and the

Earth's horizon would be 22 degrees at the ERBS orbital altitude. Therefore, the

horizon would be ii degrees away from the optical axes. An exploded diagram of the

scanning radlometric package is presented in Fig. 2. The three circular apertures

in the MAM assembly permitted the scanning radiometers to view the MAM solar low

scattering mirror structure. An elevation view of the MAM assembly is presented in

Fig. 3. Each baffle entrance port was 5.33 centimeters (cm) ineievation height

and located 25.4 cm from the MAM mirror structure. • The normal to the HAM mirror

structure was oriented 15 degrees below the optical axis of the baffle. The

entrance pupil entrance f_r each radiometer was located 9.i4 cm from the mirror

structure. The optical axis of the radiometer was oriented 27 degrees below the

normal to the mirror structure. In the elevation plane, each radiometer had an

unobstructed, clear FOV of at least 7.1 degrees through the MAM ports. The ports

and baffles rejected any external radiances 8.6 degrees below and above the optical

_xls of the baffle The FOV of the radlometer was 4.5 degrees and the diameter of

its entrance pupil was 1,27 cm.
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Fig. 4. Azimuthal view of the MAM assembly.

In Fig. 4, an azimuthal view of the MAM assembly shows that the MAM ports were 4.10

cm in azimuthal width. The optical axes of the shortwave and total baffles were

6.604 cm apart. In the azimuthal plane, the radiometers had clear FOV's of 4

degrees. The ports/baffles allowed only external radiances with incidence angles

within ± 7.2 degrees of the baffle optical axis to be sensed by the radiometers.

The MAM mirror structure consists of a_aperture mask and an array of I01 aluminum

spherical mirrors. The aperture mask is made of a copper plate which is plated

with a 0.0013 centimeter thick layer of nickel. Black chrome was electro-plated on

the nickel layer. The thickness of the copper plate was 0.005 centimeter. The

3.175-cm by 3.!75-cm mask had 0.i4-cm diameter perforations which covered

approximately 16% of mask area. The spherical mirrors were 0.3175 cm in diameter.

The perforations served as apertures for the spherical mirrors. In Fig. 5, the

geometry of a slngle-mlrror cell is shown. The mirrors were 0.09525 centimeter

deep. Incoming external radiances with the full range of incident angles between
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6.4 and 23.6 degrees with respect to the mirror normal could be reflected towards

the radiometer at a reflection angle of 27 degrees. The clear FOV through the

baffles included incident angles between 11.4 and 18.6 degrees. The longwave

radiometer sensed radiances which were emitted by the black chrome electro-plated

on the copper mask with no perforations. The temperatures of MAM mirror arrays and

baffles were monitored using thermistors which were embedded in each baffle and

mirror array.

3. MEASUREMENTS

The ERBE scanner solar calibrations are designed to evaluate the stabilities of the

shortwave scanner's gain and the shortwave portion of total scanner's gain. The
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Fig. 5. Geometry of a single spherical mirror cell.

calibration sequence includes observations of space (near-zero radiance source)

through the MAM both before and after the observation of the Sun. The Sun is
allowed to drift through the baffle FOV and within 0.5 degrees of its optical axis.

The differences in scanner output signals which are measured during the solar and

space observations are used to define the magnitude of the reflected solar

radiance.

In Fig. 6, the geometry of the solar calibration measurements is illustrated.

During the calibration mode, the scanners observed the MAM, the flight internal

calibration module (ICM) sources, and space. The ICM sources are blackbodies for

the total and_long wave radiometers while the shortwave radiometer source was a

tungsten lamp which was operated at four different radiance levels, including the

lamp-off configuration for zero radiance. During solar calibrations, the ICM

sources were not activated. Over each 4 second cycle, 74 data samples were

obtained. Eight samples Corr_sp0nded tO referendemeasurements of space at an
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elevation angle of 163 degrees while £0ur samples corresponded tO measurements of

the radiances from the ICM sources at the elevation angle of 190 degrees. The

remaining samples corresponded tO observations of the]_qa_ t_e elevat}on angle-_

233 degrees. The incoming solar radiances with incident angles within ± 8.6

degrees of the baffle optical axis were reflected by the array of MAM spherical

mirror cells into the scanners' FOV's. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the baffle-

optical axis #as oriented 15 degrees above _e MAM sur£ace normal. During

observations of theRAM, the orientation of the scanners' optical axes with respect

to the HAM normal was fixed at 27 degrees. The output signals of the scanners were

in volts, and the voltages were converted into the Internatlonal System of

measurement units using the equations which are described by Lee et a!.9and Halyo

et al. I0 The clear F0V of the baffle was calculated to be approximately 7.1

degrees in the elevation direction.
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Fig. 6. Solar calibration geometry.

It was 4.0 degrees in the azimuth direction. In the elevation direction, the

incident angle for the incomlng solar radiances varied from 6,4 to 23.6 degrees.
The angles were calculated with respect to the MAM normal. In the azimuthal

direction, the incident angle varied from 15.0 to 16.6 degrees.

3.1 Ground calibration facility 12

Using ground facilities, the MAM assemblies were evaluated to define their fields

of vlew, the attenuatioh C0efficients for the mirror arrays, and £he quallty_of-the

scanners' gains which were derived from observations of an integrating sphere and a
reference blackbody 9. The attenuation coefficient represents the fraction of the

incident shortwave radiance which is reflected by the MAM into the radi0meter's FOV

and is sensed by the radiometer. The HAM assemblies for the scanners were

evaluated in the TRW vacuum calibration chamber II which are shown in Fig. 7. The

chamber provided a radiometric envlronment which simulated the orbital conditions.
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It was 2.13 meters in diameter and 2.44 meters in length. A 30.5-cm diameter,

5-kilowatt, Xenon lamp was used to simulate the radiances from the Sun. In the

figure, the lamp is labeled as the solar simulator, and it was located external to

the chamber. Inside the chamber, a space reference source was used to simulate the

near-zero radiance of space at the elevation angle of 163 degrees, The simulated

space source was a 27.9-cm diameter, grooved blackbody which was maintained at 78°K

using liquid nitrogen. The ground calibration sequence included observations of

the M_AM, the ICM, al d the simulated space source over a &-second cycle as described

in the preceding se,.tlon. The scanning radlometric package was mounted to a

carousel which rotated in the elevation direction. By rotating the carousel

clockwise and counterclockwise, incoming radiances were sensed over an 18-degree

incident angle range. The Counterclockwise direction was considered to be in the

negative angular-elevation direction.

The incident radiance of the Xenon lamp was defined using an electrically

calibrated pyroelectric radiometer (ECPR) and a photo solar cell which were located

inside the TRW vacuum calibration facility and in the incident beam. Measurements

from the ECPR and solar cell established the temporal stability of the incident

radiance beam at 0.9% level over a 30-minute period. The spatial uniformity of the

beam was found to be 6.7% using the ECPR measurements. During the ground

characterizations of the HAM assemblies, only the solar cell was used to define the

magnitude of the incident radiances. Therefore, the absolute measurements of the

S_ce ref. source

..i-

Solar
simulator

Fig. 7. ERBE vacuum calibration chamber.

ECPR had to be regressed against output voltages from the solar cell in order to

calibrate and convert the cell measurements into SI units. The shortwave incident

radiances, Fsw, were calculated using the following equation

Fsw - -4810 (Vsc) Wm'2sr'imw "I (I)
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where Vsc is the output of the solar cell in milliwatts(mw). The angular

divergence of the beam was measured and found to be less than 0.5 degree.

4. DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Group-t4 9@librat$on res+ults .-r

The solar shortwave reflected radiances should be constant 12 as the incident angle

is varied between 11..4 and 18.6 degrees wlth respect to the normal to the MAM

mirror arrays (off-axls angles of -3.6 degrees below and +3.6 degrees above the

optical axes of the HAM baffles). The off-axls angle is the angle between

direction to the incident radiance beam and the opt_.qa% axis 0[ _he MAH baffle.

This angular range represents the calculated, clear FOV interval for the HAM

baffles. Therefore, the reflected solar radiances should show no detectable

dependence upon the incident angle. In the ground evaluations o[ the HAM, the

resultant measurements indicated that the magnitudes of the reflected radiances

varied inversely with £he incident angle of the incoming radiances. In Fig. 8, the

FOV ground shortwave radiometer measurements exhibit systematic decreases in the

reflected radiances of the order of 10% (ERBS _nd NOAA 9) to 20% (NOAA 10) over the

off-axis incident angle inte_a_ between -5 to +3 degree range with respect to the

baffle optical axis. This range corresponds to angles ranging from i0 to 18

degrees with respect to the MAM normal. In addition, the radiances
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Fig. 8. Ground shortwave r_diome_er MAM-reflected shortwave radiances p!otted

against angular distance of incldent beam from the optical axis of the HAM baffle.

reflected from both the ERBS and NOAA-9 shortwave HAM assemblies exhibited

unexpected dips in the radiance profiles at angles apprQaching -i degree, near the

opt_ca! axes of the baffles. The cause of the dlps is unknown. The clear FOV's

(off-axls incident angle range from -5 to +3) were found to be larger than the
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calculated -3.6- to +3.6-degree range. The FOV cut-off angles of -9 and +8 are in

agreement with the calculated ones of -8.6 and +8.6. The NOAA-9, ERBS, and NOAA-10

FOV tests were conducted on May 6, 1983, November 20, 1983, and February 18, 1984.

In addition to the FOV tests, the attenuation coefficients for the shortwave

radiometer MAM's were derived. The May 6, 1983, tests of the NOAA-9 scanners

indicated that the MAM for the shortwave radiometers had an attenuation coefficient

of 21.05% in the direction of the radiometer. The magnitude of the incident

radiance from the Xenon lamp was found to be at the 426.1 Wm'2sr "I level, according

to the solar cell measurements. The magnitude of the incident radiances was

calculated using Eq. i' _ The Shortwave+radiometer sensed 89.7 Wm'2sr "I. The

November 20, 1983, tests of the ERBS scanners yielded 20.00% for the shortwave

radiometer MAM attenuation coefflclent. The solar cell indicated that the

magnitude of the incident radiances was at the 385.5 Wm'2sr "I level. The' shortwave

radiometer measured 77.1 Wm'2sr[ I. The February 12, 1984, tests of the NOAA-10

scanners yielded 20.67% as the attenuation coefficient for the shortwave MAM. The

solar-cell measurement yielded the magnitude of the incident radiance at the 397.7

Wm'2sr "I level. The shortwave radiometer measured the reflected radiances from the

MAM at the 82.2 Wm'2sr -I level.

The total radiometers measured not only the shortwave radiances which were

reflected from the MAM's, but also the longwave radiances which were emitted and

reflected by the MAM's. Therefore, the longwave components had to be subtracted

from the total measurements in order to define the MAM reflected shortwave

components. For the ground measurements, the longwave components were derived from

the total radiometer MAM observations with the shortwave source absence from the

MAM For.

;

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

SOURCE OFF-AXIS ANGLE. DEGREES

Fig. 9. Ground total radiometer MAM-reflected shortwave radiances plotted against

angular distance of incident beam from the optical axis of the MAM baffle.
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In Fig. 9, the total radiometer FOV measurements _are presented- for the same days as

those for the shortwave radiometers measurements. Similar to the shortwave

radiometer results, the total radiometeKs measurements indicated that the

magnitudes of the shortwave reflected radiances varied with the off-axis incident

angle. The ERBS measurements did not exhibit the dip in the reflected radiance

profile which was observed in the shortwave _a-t_a.- The--alosence o]_ the-ERBS dip

might have been caused-by: the use of a _con_anh _ longwave Component which mlgh£ have

been varying during the periods when the shortwave source was in the MAM FOV. The

total NOAA-10 measurements exhibited a dip which was not present in the shortwav 9

measurements. The measured, clear FOV's were found to be larger than the

calculated ones and to lie between -5 and +3 degrees as in the cases of the

shortwave radlometer MAM' s. _ In Fig[ 9, the CUt-off FOV angles were found to be -9

and +S degrees, similar to the cases of the shortwave radiometer F0V measurements.

4.2 Flight solar calibrations

Scanner solar calibrations were conducted once every 14 days during a single

orbital revolution on a Wednesday. The ER3S calibrations were conducted during the

November 20, 1984, through October 16, 1985, period while the NOAA-9 calibrations

were conducted for a longer period of time from February 20, 1985, through December

24, 1986. The NOAA31Ocaiibration was limited to a single observation which

occurred on November 12, 1986. The NOAA-9 calibrations were limited to a 2-year

period because the scanning mechanism failed 13 on January 21, 1987. The ERBS and

NO_-10 solar calibrations were discontinued in order to prevent the scanning

mechanisms from failing in the solar calibration mode 13. The NOAA-10 and ERBS

scanning radiometers failed May 1989 an_ February 1990, respectively.

The scanner automated solar calibration sequence 4 was divided into three

measurement periods. Each period was slightly less than 7 minutes in duration. In

each of the periods, the radiometers observed the MAM mirrors, space, and the ICM

during each 4-second scan cycle as described Section 3. In the first period, the

radiometers observed space (near-zero radiance source) through the MAM at an

azimuthal "A" position where the Sun could not drift into the MAM baffle FOV's and

where the Sun Could not be observed directly by the radiometers at the reference

space position, elevation angle of 163 degrees. In the second period, the

radiometers were rotated to an azimuthal position "B" where the Sun could drift

through the baffle FOV's and its radiances could be reflected by the MAM mirrors

into the radiometers' FOV's. In the final period, the radiometers were rotated

back to azimuthal position "A" where near-zero radiances from space could be

observed in the solar-calibration scan mode.

The off-axis incident angles were calculated from the ephemerides of the Sun and

spacecraft and from the alignments of the MAM baffle axes with respect to the

spacecraft axes. The uncertainty in the angular calculations has been estimated to

be less than 0.I degrees.

In Fig. I0, flight shortwave radiometer solar radiances which were reflected by the

MAM's are presented. The radiance measurements exhibited the same trends with

varying incident angle as was observed in the ground shortwave radiometer

measurements. The flight and ground radlance profiles have the same FOV angular

ranges. They both exhibited the same qualitative changes in intensity with the

source off-axls angle. However, the dip which was observed in the NOAA-9 ground

measurements was not found in the flight measurements. In Fig. II, flight
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shortwave solar radiances are presented which were measured using the total

radiometers. The flight measurements exhibited a_stronger variabillty with the

off-axis incident angle than the ground measurements exhibited.
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Fig. I0. Flight shortwave radiometer MAM-reflected solar radiances plotted as a

function of angular distance of incident beam from the MAM baffle optical axis. In
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Fig. ii. Flight total radiometer MAM-reflected solar radiances plotted against

angular distance of the incident beam from the optical axis of the MAM baffle.

In Fig. 12, ERBS solar calibration measurements are presented for the November 20,

1984, through October 16, 1985, period. The change in the reflected solar radiance
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is presented as a-f=unctlon o-_ time. +Thereflected soiar radiance values %fer_ "

normalized to the mean Earth/Sun dlstance. The November 20, 1984 measurements

provided the reference by which the changes in the gains of the shortwave and total

radiometers were evaluated. For the total radiometer, changes are indicative of

changes in the shortwave portion of the radiometer's gain and not changes in the

longwave gain. The corrections for the emitted and reflected longwave components

from the MAMwere derived from least squares analyses of the total radiometer

measurements of the MAM with no shortwave source present and the corresponding

temperatures of the baffle and MAM mirror array. During the October 1984 through

December 1989 period, the incident solar radiance, normalized to the mean Earth/Sun

distance, was found to be essentially constant within 0.1%14, 15 using the ERBE

solar monitors. The shortwave radiometer data set indicated that the shortwave

galn was stable to within ±2% during the ll-month period. The scatter in the data

was primarily caused by variability in the radiances as a function of incident

angle, as was illustrated in Figs. 8 through ii. Host of the scatter In the Fig.

12 would not be present if the magnltude of £he reflected radiances did not vary
with incident angle.
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Fig. 12. ERBS solar calibrations time series.

The total radiometer data set suggests a decreasing trend. The data for the

November 1984 through February 1985 period are approximately 7% higher than the

data for the period after February 1985. The 7% difference represents a decrease

in the sensitivity of the shortwave portion of the total radiometer. On February

28, 1985, the total and shortwave radiometers accidentally observed the Sun

directly, at the space reference position, elevation angle of 14 degrees, for an

extended period of time. The accident was caused by a temporary failure of the

azimuthal position mechanism. The direct observations of the Sun caused decreases
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in the shortwave portion of the total radiometer sensitivity. The longwave gain of

the total radiometer did not change 9. The shortwave radiometer did not experience

any detectable Changes in its sensitivity because its two Suprasll Wl filters

protected the thermistor bolometer from direct exposure to the solar radiances.

In Fig. 13, the NOAA-9 flight solar calibration results are presented for the

February 20, 1985, through December 24, 1986, period. The radiance measurements

for February 20, i'J85 were used as references in order to detect changes in the

shortwave and total radiometers gains. The time series indicate that the radiances

were stable to ±2%. The scatter is primarily caused by the variability of the

radiance with off-axls incident angle. The ERBS and NOAA-9 measurements indicated

that the reflective characterlstics of the MAM assemblies did not degrade over

exposure periods to space as much as 2 years.
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Fig. 13. NOAA-9 solar calibrations time series.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The MAM assemblies exhibited no detectable degradation in their reflectance

properties over periods as much as 2 years. The flight solar calibration

measurements indicate no significant changes above the 2% level in the amounts of

solar radiances which were reflected by the MAM's of the shortwave radiometers.

This result indicates that the reflectance properties of the MAM's did not degrade.

In addition, this result suggests that the gains of the shortwave radiometers were

stable at the ±2% level and that the Suprasil W1 filters did not exhibit any

detectable degradation in their transmission properties. Suprasil W! filters

degrade very rapidly when exposed directly to solar ultraviolet radiation 8. Since
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the aluminum telescope mirrors and the MAM minimized the amounts of indirect

ultraviolet radiation which were projected upon the filters, the filters should not

have exhibited any significant degradation in their transmission properties.

During February 1985, the sensitivity of the shortwave portion of the ERBS total

radiometers decreased approximately 7% when the radiometers were exposed directly

to the Sun. A correction for this 7% decrease has been incorporated in the ERBE

data reduction algorithms_ _ _
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